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Course 1 – PIEPTU 
 
Too many questions from students (should be left at the end) 
In my opinion, there are two types of questions. Some questions are coming from colleagues really 
interested about the issue. This should be answered and cleared a.s.a.p., otherwise you might lose 
your interest. Others are coming from students willing to play smart. These probably should be 
ignored both by me and by the class. I will think about. Please feel free to make further suggestions  
 
Only 7 courses / 7 classes not enough – practical classes 
This is the legal format in Romania. : 7 courses for an optional. I cannot change anything in this 
aspect. If you would like to see / hear more feel free to join a plastic surgery unit, either in Iasi (Sf 
Spiridon, Oncology Institute, Children’s hospital) or in your country 
 
Ugly stuff 
Sometimes we deal with really ugly stuff. I know. But this is our job and that’s why the patients are 
coming to us. They also feel like “ugly” and are seeking help for improvement. I think this is the most 
beautiful part of plastic surgery 
 
More flexible for being late (5-10 is ok) 
No, it’s not ok and I will explain you why. In a class there are many students. Most of them are coming 
in time. Some of them are coming late, speaking loudly, asking questions, trying to find a place. So 
they disturb those already in the room willing to catch all the information. Moreover it’s a matter of 
education. You cannot be late when you are on call, or when you have an appointment with a patient 
or when all the team waits for you in the operating room. For a surgeon, being late is not acceptable 
 
Interruption with Romanian 
Normally, at 17:30 all the course should be in Romanian. So, the real problem was that the course was 
in fact in English and not in Romanian. Starting next week the courses will be in English. However, you 
should note that, according to Romanian law, after the third year the course are in English but the 
practical part in the hospital should be in Romanian. So you HAVE TO understand some Romanian 
 
Embarrassed about the way I talked because you came late 
Please think about all your colleagues wich were in time and embarrassed or very disturbed about 
each student being late, entering the class.  
 
Late class – should be earlier in the day 
It is earlier. It starts at 15;30. 
 
Own Experience in burns department  
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Please contact me. I would like to discuss youth you 
 
I wish to see more and real cases 
If you would like to see / hear more feel free to join a plastic surgery unit, either in Iasi (Sf Spiridon, 
Oncology Institute, Children’s hospital) or in your country 
 
I am late because of the traffic in Iasi 
We all live in the same town using the same traffic. Sorry, I do not consider this as an excuse. If you 
cannot be on time, be early 
 
I have a class in IRO so being late is... 
I was told that you are free at 15:30 when your course in plastic surgery starts. Please confirm / infirm 
that you are free and able to come. 
 
 
Course 2 - GEORGESCU 
 
2 hours is too long 
The course is 100 min. If it is too long you have to choose another optional 
 
The practical exam of traumatology 
It is not my problem the way you schedule your exams. Normally you are not during examination 
period. So you have to take care to plan your tests 
 
Poor timing of the class / We finish class at 1;30 in Parhon 
It was not my request to have the course at 1;30. I was contacted by your colleagues to change the 
normal schedule. Please refer to them and tell them about the poor timing. 
 
Lecture notes available before the class 
You have the lecture notes since the first course. I provided you some titles, a link, and the schedule 
of the courses. You are free to read about any subject at any time you prefer 
 
The brightness of the screen and poor projector impacted the color of the photos 
Correct. The Classroom was not adequate for the course 
 
Plastic surgery is too complicated for me because too many subjects need to be covered 
Maybe. Fortunately there are other specialties you may choose. Hopefully other colleagues will be 
able to cover all the subjects and become plastic surgeons. 
 
Some of the questions from my colleagues are only to show themselves 
Indeed. But he only thing that they obtain is to become ridiculous in front of you 
 
Why we do not have a good method for tendon suturing 
Because nobody was able to find a good one. We are far from perfect in many fields of medicine 
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Too   many slides and too much information at a time 
Everybody is free to take only the amount of information considered optimal for him(her)self. Some 
of your colleagues might argue that thy have no time and that they want to learn more and more 
every day 
 
The course should be in early morning 
I feel that early in the morning everybody (students and professors) should be in hospitals near the 
patients to do the practical part of medicine. The patients need us. In the afternoons we are free to 
teach and learn. 
 
Not to change the location every time 
Again, it was not y requested to change the hour of the course. You asked me to change it because 
your exam. It is not possible to change classes at all years only because you would like to have classes 
only in a certain place at your desired hour. 
 
We should be accepted if we are 5-10 min late 
Being on time it’s a matter of respect. You say 5-10 min ok. One of your colleagues might say 15. 
Another 25. When do we stop and say from now on it is not acceptable !? Let's say 10 min as you like. 
How can I explain your colleagues that 10 min is OK but 15 are unacceptable ? 
 
Question break only at the end of the lecture 
This might be an idea. Thank you 
 
 
Curs 3 - LUCHIAN 
 
More advanced and research oriented information would make it more interesting 
It might be interesting but I am afraid that most of your colleagues wouldn’t agree. Please take a look 
at all questions / problems 
 
No videos included 
Try YouTube – there are plenty of videos 
 
Too detailed / The length of the lecture which contains too much information / At the beginning of 
the course too much detailed theory 
In burns such a course is a very superficial level. Only informative. Less detailed would be for nurses 
level 
 
The tone of he speaking is sometimes boring / we couldn't hear well / voce quiet microphone 
It would be a good idea to have a microphone. Another good idea is to ask your colleagues to keep 
quiet 
 
Lecture notes before the class 
Again - You have the lecture notes since the first course. I provided you some titles, a link, and the 
schedule of the courses. You are free to read about any subject at any time you prefer 
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I think surgery could give better results not just depending on the money that the patients gives 
Unfortunately in burns it is not the case. Results are the effect of the amount of the money invested 
in such centers (and also in prevention !) 
 
The time was very short 
Pleased to hear it 
 
Is it possible to make lecture more early ? 
Yes it is. However I feel that early in the morning everybody (students and professors) should be in 
hospitals near the patients to do the practical part of medicine. The patients need us. In the 
afternoons we are free to teach and learn 
 
Slower the rhythm of the lecture 
I will consider your opinion next year. Thank you. 
 
Ong Wee Liam 
I do not understand most of your questions due to the writing. Please send me an e mail 
 
More about treatment in burns 
You see, some of your colleagues do not agree with your opinion. I might offer you supplementary 
information to read yourself 
 
Wouldn’t be a bad idea to remove the noisy student without argue with them 
I will think about. Thank you 
 
 
Course 4 – IONAC 
 
We have less color in the presentation [...] we have to use colors 
Each professor has preferences. A presentation shows the professors’ style. Personally I do not prefer 
presentations with lot of colors. More the 4 colors on a slide is not practical for the audience 
 
We haven’t heard one word about plastic surgery / nothing practically for plastic surgery 
I am sorry you were not able to understand the message of the course. Plastic surgery is one of the 
most “active” specialties. Most of the things valid 30 years ago are now history due to research. I 
cannot imagine plastic surgery without basic an experimental research 
 
Having classes at late hours is really not convenient for students 
Maybe. But it is for the patients. And we are physicians / doctors. Our first concern should be always 
the best interest of the patient  
 
Traffic of the people during the lecture 
I agree with you. Have you ever discussed with your colleagues about this issue ? 
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I’d like to know more about the skill of doing research 
Please contact a lab and try to get involved, it’s the shortest way. 
 
Intellectual property and copyrights are there to make money and not to support research 
development 
Maybe, but I suppose that after you will work and put all your money and all your efforts into 
something you will be more interested in such issues. 
  
We should have a class with mic 
From time to time I agree with you 
 
I didn’t like much quotations and proverbs / lecture in philosophy 
It’s a cultural option. Maybe at your age I also was less impressed about proverbs. Now I found very 
useful some quotations. On the other and every professor is a PhD. Do you know what means PhD 
acronym ? Try here - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_of_Philosophy 
 
It would be the first presentation 
Maybe. Unfortunately I have to schedule each course when the professors have time to come in Iasi. 
All their activity is “pro bono”. They spend their time and they pay their flight tickets to Iasi. So I think 
we can accept them to come at their convenience 
 
A little bit to slow pace 
Interesting remark.  Never thought about it. Maybe Prof Ionac was interested in discussing with you 
rather than "teaching" I think he expected more feed back 
 
 
Course 5 – BRATU 
 
It was also in Romanian / translation takes time / translation it’s not good 
I could let everything in Romanian for not taking from your time. However I thought you might not 
understand. Next time when in invited professor comes I will not translate for you. Normally, starting 
with the 4-th year you should understand Romanian. I will try to change the translator. 
 
No lasers in plastic surgery 
You’re right. I know that lasers, Botox, fillers missed. However we cannot compress all the plastic 
surgery in 7 courses 
 
Some information about the technique not only the results / Information about procedures, 
techniques, measurements 
Detailed information about technique is for residents. In my opinion the students have to know only 
principles for having a correct general image. In case you are interested in a special topic you may find 
journals on PubMed. Our university pays huge amount of money for you to have access to full text 
medical papers from outstanding journals. Please take advantage from this opportunity. Some brief 
information you may get also from YouTube 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_of_Philosophy
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Some people was loud and disturbed the class 
I know but I do not like to play the policeman at every course. If you are really disturbed you may also 
ask you colleagues to respect your interest for learning 
  
“I think we need Pro speaks English” 
An invited professor has no obligation to speak in English. He is here to offer his experience in the 
language he prefers. We offer translation. It’s up to us if we want to open our brains to hear him. By 
the way – you ask the professor to speak English. It would also be a good Idea if you could write in 
Basic English 
 
The explanation is not in detail 
Yes, but it isn’t and it is not my purpose to give you all the details in plastic surgery in 7 courses 
 
Too many slides and long lecture makes the class less interesting 
Generally people complain when there are fewer pictures than normal. Plastic surgery is a visual 
specialty 
 
It was an excessive amount of pictures with breasts 
The course was scheduled for at least 3 hours with balanced focus on different topics. Only the breast 
part was developed almost to its original extend. The other parts were severely diminished due to 
your lack of interest.  
 
Too late in the afternoon; I have to prepare for the exams 
Nobody is planning to stop you to learn for your exams. This is an optional course. Please feel free to 
stay at home if you think you have something more interesting to do 
 
No discussion about last year silicon scandal 
Indeed. We didn’t thought it might interest you. Do you really think you need more discussion about a 
much discussed subject already cleared by different countries? Please give me your feedback 
 
"too much students. Can’t hear, No silent” 
If you are disturbed about your colleagues, please tell them. Sometimes I am also disturbed and I tell 
it. The classroom can accommodate up to 120 students. You were less than 70 
 
 
Course 6 – CIUCE 
 
I felt it was a short lecture 
Me too. Unfortunately we have to stop 
 
Less people are present 
For me is better. I prefer less people but interested in the subject than many people discussing about 
the next exam 
 
The presentation was bilingual. Is better if is just in English 
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Professors coming to your courses are invited speakers. Som.e of them are not comfortable to speak 
in another language. Some of them would prefer to speak in French, German or Spanish. They spend 
their time and money only for giving you the best quality information. And most of all: they are 
coming in Iasi especially for this course. I appreciate their efforts. If you cannot, as I told you from the 
first course, everybody is free to leave the class. 
 
There should be a video presentation for at least one technique 
In my opinion it is not necessary for you to see videos with the surgical techniques during the courses. 
Most of you will not practice surgery and only very few will do plastic surgery. Basic information 
about each surgical technique can be found on YouTube. So, if you are really interested you ay look 
after tem. However I do agree that you might be interested in short movies concerning the late result 
of a particular case you have seen during the presentation 
 
Some pictures was scarred 
Maybe. That’s surgery ! When everybody is scarred the surgeon should be calm and operate doing his 
best for the patient. If you prefer nice picture try Bora Bora http://www.fourseasons.com/borabora/ 
 
We have exams. Not [...] To stay 2h we cannot concentrate 
I do not ask you to choose the plastic surgery course. I do not ask you to come in the class. But if we 
are here together we have to focus on plastic surgery. For 100 minutes we have to concentrate and 
think about plastic surgery. If you think you are unable to concentrate for an intellectual activity 
maybe it’s better to stay outside 
 
Too much subjects 
Maybe you are right. How many subjects can you cover during a 100 minutes course ? However, some 
of your colleagues might be more active than you. They will be eager to be on kept focus with lots of 
information in order to take advantage on the 100 minutes spent during the course. I would like to 
remind you that we all are here to work as hard as we can.  
 
Too much cases and no stop not a small brake it made me feel tired and bored 
If you feel tired and bored after you have seen the pictures that Professor Ciuce presented to you may 
have a problem. Have you ever thought about a professional reconversion ? 
 
Why don’t we use synthetic prosthesis instead of free flaps 
Because we do not have such prosthesis.  

http://www.fourseasons.com/borabora/

